
FLOOR GRINDING SOLUTIONS
METAL AND PCD BOND GRINDING SHOES AND RESIN PUCKS 
FOR ALL YOUR FLOOR GRINDING AND POLISHING NEEDS.
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The Holer difference.

Holer Diamond Tools offers the largest range of metal bond grinding shoes, tailor made to fit your brand 
of machine and shoe style. They are all manufactured in New Zealand and predominately laser welded 
on our automated CNC laser welding robot. Through this automated process we are able to offer high 
quality tooling at very competitive prices. And we can deliver within 24 h.

Each metal bond segment is tailor designed for New Zealand aggregates and conditions, so we can  
provide you with a solution for every application. Whether it be hard Queenstown aggregate or soft  
Hinuera stone - we have the right grinding shoe for you. All our shoes come in single, double or triple 
segment.

Pre-sharpened: ready 
to go, no downtime

Shoe types for all 
common brands: 
benefit from the Holer 
quality regardless of 
your grinding system

Tailor designed prod-
ucts for NZ: meeting 
local aggregate and 
conditions

Laser welded in NZ: 
high-tech laser weld-
ed, providing safety 
and the strongest 
adhesion to eliminate 
segment loss (some 
brazed)

Colour coded grit: 
easy identification of 
appropriate grit

Permanent laser 
marking: indicating 
bond, grit and other 
info for easy identifi-
cation

Easy to follow bond 
codes: abbreviations 
for aggregate from 
Xtreme Ultra hard (XU) 
to Soft and Abrasive 
(SA)

XU
UH

HM
MS

SA
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Diamond metal bond grinding shoes are predominantly used for floor preparation or screed removal to 
get down deep to stone aggregates for polished concrete floor systems. In order to successfully achieve 
a fast and effective result, the diamond metal bond hardness needs to be matched opposite against the 
surface and aggregate hardness (check the MOHS scale of hardness): 

• Hard surfaces and aggregates require a soft bond diamond segment to ensure it performs and does 
not glaze / become dull

• The opposite applies to soft surfaces and aggregates which need to be matched to hard diamond 
bonds so they do not to wear prematurely

To select the most suitable grinding shoe, follow these steps:

1. Identify the surface hardness (refer to MOHS scale) and select suitable bond (XU to SA)
2. Select the finish you wish to achieve and then select the appropriate grit size (colour Gold to Blue)

In general, the first stage is always completed with either Gold or Grey (unless surface screed or salt and 
pepper polishing). Expect to be able to grind or level surfaces up to Brown. Higher grits like Black or Blue 
are only for scratch removal. All polishing or refined smooth finishing is only achieved with Resin bond 
diamonds (see page 8-9).

The Holer metal bond grinding shoes.

Grinding shoe colour Gold Grey Brown Black Blue

Bond code Aggregate MOHS #25 #40 #60-80 #100-150 #200

XU Xtreme Ultra hard 8-9 XU2 XU3 XU4 XU5

UH Ultra-Hard 7-8 UH2 UH3 UH4 UH5

HM Hard - Medium 5-7 HM2 HM3 HM4 HM5 HM6

MS Medium - Soft 3-5 MS2 MS3 MS4 MS5

SA Soft and Abrasive 2-3 SA2 SA3

First grind for 
aggregate expo-

sure, high scratch 
pattern

Scratch 
removal

Final scratch 
removal before 

changing to resin 
bond

1. Abbreviation for hardness of material: e.g. HM stands for Hard - Medium concrete
2. Colour: The different colours stand for the different diamond grit size, e.g. Gold 

stands for #25, Grey stands for #40, etc. 
3. Number 2 - 6: The numbers imply the order in which the shoes are typically used 

in (ascending order).

Decoding names of the grinding shoes:

When choosing one or two segments, it depends on how aggressive the grinding 
process needs to be. Grinding shoes with two segments are less aggressive than 
those with one as the machine power is distributed over two segments.

One or two segments?
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* SQ = segment quantity
   1 = Single Segment (SS), 2 = Double Segment (DS), 3 = Triple Segment (TS)

** MTO = made to order; usual turnaround time is 24h

Bond | Colour | Grit SQ* HTC EZ Husqvarna Lavina Artizan Holer FastFix
XU2 | Gold | #25 1 DGSEZ-0020-S DGSHU-0020-S DGSLA-0020-SC made to order DGSFF-0020-S

XU2 | Gold | #25 2 DGSEZ-0020-D DGSHU-0020-D DGSLA-0020-D DGSAR-080-DS DGSFF-0020-D

XU2 | Gold | #25 3 DGSEZ-0020-T DGSHU-0020-T MTO** DGSAR-080-TS DGSFF-0020-T

XU3 | Grey | #40 1 DGSEZ-0030-S DGSHU-0030-S MTO** MTO** DGSFF-0030-S

XU3 | Grey | #40 2 DGSEZ-0030-D DGSHU-0030-D MTO** DGSAR-030-D DGSFF-0030-D

XU4 | Brown | #60 1 DGSEZ-0040-S MTO** DGSLA-0040-S MTO** DGSFF-0040-S

XU4 | Brown | #60 2 DGSEZ-0040-D DGSHU-0040-D DGSLA-0040-D DGSAR-040-D DGSFF-0040-D

XU5 | Black | #100 1 DGSEZ-0050-S MTO** MTO** MTO** DGSFF-0050-S

XU5 | Black | #100 2 DGSEZ-0050-D DGSHU-0050-D MTO** MTO** DGSFF-0050-D

XU - Metal bond for Xtreme Ultra hard concrete.
Very soft bond and very aggressive for the hardest surface conditions and fastest performance. The XU2 
Gold consists of the arrow shape segment which enhances performance. XU4 Brown is true #60, ideal 
for fast scratch removal and paint finish. 

In general, this is the most aggressive bond option and all grits are designed for speed and effectiveness. 
MOHS 8-9

UH - Metal bond for Ultra-Hard aggregate and surfaces.

Bond | Colour | Grit SQ* HTC EZ Husqvarna Lavina Artizan Holer FastFix
UH2 | Gold | #25 1 DGSEZ-WMGH5-SS DGSHU-WMUH2-SS DGSLA-WMUH2-SS DGSAR-WMUH2-SS DGSFF-WMGH5-SS

UH2 | Gold | #25 2 DGSEZ-WMGH5-DS DGSHU-WMUH2-DS DGSLA-WMUH2-DS DGSAR-WMUH2-DS DGSFF-WMGH5-DS

UH3 | Grey | #40 1 DGSEZ-WMUH3X-SS DGSHU-WMUH3-SS DGSLA-WMUH3-SS DGSAR-WMUH3-SS DGSFF-WMUH3X-SS

UH3 | Grey | #40 2 DGSEZ-WMUH3X-DS DGSHU-WMUH3-DS DGSLA-WMUH3-DS DGSAR-WMUH3-DS DGSFF-WMUH3X-DS

UH4 | Brown | #80 1 DGSEZ-WMUH4-SS DGSHU-WMUH4-SS DGSLA-WMUH4-SS DGSAR-WMUH4-SS DGSFF-WMUH4-SS

UH4 | Brown | #80 2 DGSEZ-WMUH4-DS DGSHU-WMUH4-DS DGSLA-WMUH4-DS DGSAR-WMUH4-DS DGSFF-WMUH4-DS

UH5 | Black | #100 1 MTO** DGSHU-STUH5-SS MTO** MTO** MTO**

UH5 | Black | #100 2 DGSEZ-STUH5-DS DGSHU-STUH5-DS MTO** DGSAR-STUH5-DS MTO**

Our second most aggressive bond option and a generally popular spec for most applications. MOHS 7-8
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HM - Metal bond for Hard to Medium concrete and surfaces.

Bond | Colour | Grit SQ* HTC EZ Husqvarna Lavina Artizan Holer FastFix
HM2 | Gold | #25 1 DGSEZ-WMGH2-SS DGSHU-WMHM2-SS DGSLA-WMHM2-SS DGSAR-WMHM2-SS DGSFF-WMGH2-SS

HM2 | Gold | #25 2 DGSEZ-WMGH2-DS DGSHU-WMHM2-DS DGSLA-WMHM2-DS DGSAR-WMHM2-DS DGSFF-WMGH2-DS

HM3 | Grey | #40 1 DGSEZ-WMGH3-SS DGSHU-WMHM3-SS DGSLA-WMHM3-SS DGSAR-WMHM3-SS DGSFF-WMGH3-SS

HM3 | Grey | #40 2 DGSEZ-WMGH3-DS DGSHU-WMHM3-DS DGSLA-WMHM3-DS DGSAR-WMHM3-DS DGSFF-WMGH3-DS

HM4 | Brown | #80 1 DGSEZ-STGF1-SS DGSHU-STHM4-SS DGSLA-STHM4-SS DGSAR-STHM4-SS DGSFF-STGF1-SS

HM4 | Brown | #80 2 DGSEZ-STGF1-DS DGSHU-STHM4-DS DGSLA-STHM4-DS DGSAR-STHM4-DS DGSFF-STGF1-DS

HM5 | Black | #150 1 DGSEZ-STGF2-SS DGSHU-STHM5-SS DGSAR-STHM5-SS DGSLA-STHM5-SS DGSFF-STGF2-SS

HM5 | Black | #150 2 DGSEZ-STGF2-DS DGSHU-STHM5-DS DGSLA-STHM5-DS DGSAR-STHM5-DS DGSFF-STGF2-DS

HM6 | Blue | #200 1 DGSEZ-STGF4-SS DGSHU-STHM6-SS DGSLA-STHM6-SS DGSAR-STHM6-SS DGSFF-STGF4-SS

HM6 | Blue | #200 2 DGSEZ-STGF4-DS DGSHU-STHM6-DS DGSLA-STHM6-DS DGSAR-STHM6-DS DGSFF-STGF4-DS

For general grinding and a popular option especially for single head grinders. MOHS 5-7

SA - Metal bond for Soft and Abrasive concrete and surfaces.

Bond | Colour | Grit SQ* HTC EZ Husqvarna Lavina Artizan Holer FastFix
SA2 | Gold | #25 1 MTO** DGSHU-WMSA2-SS DGSLA-WMSA2-SS DGSAR-WMSA2-SS DGSFF-WMGS3-SS

SA2 | Gold | #25 2 DGSEZ-WMGS3-DS DGSHU-WMSA2-DS DGSLA-WMSA2-DS DGSAR-WMSA2-DS DGSFF-WMGS3-DS

SA3 | Grey | #40 1 MTO** DGSHU-WMSA3-SS DGSLA-WMSA3-SS DGSAR-WMSA3-SS DGSFF-WMSA3-SS

SA3 | Grey | #40 2 MTO** DGSHU-WMSA3-DS DGSLA-WMSA3-DS DGSAR-WMSA3-DS DGSFF-WMSA3-DS

For the softest and most abrasive material such as rain damaged concrete or asphalt. Very hard bond 
with extreme lifetime. MOHS 2-3

MS - Metal bond for Medium to Soft concrete and surfaces.

Bond | Colour | Grit SQ* HTC EZ Husqvarna Lavina Artizan Holer FastFix
MS2 | Gold | #25 1 DGSEZ-WMGS1-SS DGSHU-WMMS2-SS DGSLA-WMMS2-SS DGSAR-WMMS2-SS DGSFF-WMGS1-SS

MS2 | Gold | #25 2 DGSEZ-WMGS1-DS DGSHU-WMMS2-DS DGSLA-WMMS2-DS DGSAR-WMMS2-DS DGSFF-WMGS1-DS

MS3 | Grey | #40 1 DGSEZ-WMGS2-SS DGSHU-WMMS3-SS DGSLA-WMMS3-SS DGSAR-WMMS3-SS DGSFF-WMGS2-SS

MS3 | Grey | #40 2 DGSEZ-WMGS2-DS DGSHU-WMMS3-DS DGSLA-WMMS3-DS DGSAR-WMMS3-DS DGSFF-WMGS2-DS

MS4 | Brown | #80 1 DGSEZ-STGF3-SS DGSHU-STMS4-SS DGSLA-STMS4-SS DGSAR-STMS4-SS DGSFF-STGF3-SS

MS4 | Brown | #80 2 DGSEZ-STGF3-DS DGSHU-STMS4-DS DGSLA-STMS4-DS DGSAR-STMS4-DS DGSFF-STGF3-DS

MS5 | Black | #150 1 DGSEZ-STMS5-SS DGSHU-STMS5-SS DGSLA-STMS5-SS DGSAR-STMS5-SS DGSFF-STMS5-SS

MS5 | Black | #150 2 DGSEZ-STMS5-DS DGSHU-STMS5-DS DGSLA-STMS5-DS DGSAR-STMS5-DS DGSFF-STMS5-DS

When HM wears too fast, try switching to MS. A popular option also for hire and rental operators.  
MOHS 3-5
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Problem Possible cause Solution
Diamonds are glazing
When the bond gets too hot it 
“glazes over” the exposed dia-
monds. The diamonds are no 
longer exposed and cannot cut 
or level the concrete.

The rpm is too high for the selected 
grinding shoes.

Reduce the rpm speed for less friction 
and therefore less heat.

Aggregate and bond are mismatched. Change to a softer bond, e.g. from UH 
to XU, so the bond can wear down 
leaving the diamonds exposed.

Not enough diamonds to cope with 
given condition.

Increase the diamond quantity by 
adding more shoes or go from single 
to a double segment shoe.

The grinding process takes 
too long

Too much contact. Change from DS (Double Segments) 
to SS (Single Segments). This will put 
more pressure onto the single  
segment and therefore grind faster.

Aggregate and bond are mismatched. Change to a softer bond, e.g. from UH 
to XU, so the bond can wear down 
always leaving diamonds exposed.

The diamonds are wearing too 
fast

The rpm is too low for the selected 
grinding shoes and aggregate.

Increase the rpm.

Increase the quantity of the grinding 
shoes, e.g. from 3 to 6 shoes.

Aggregate and bond are mismatched. Change to a harder bond, e.g. from XU 
to UH

Change from SS (Single Segment) to 
DS (Double Segment)

Trouble shooting - metal bond grinding shoes.
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The Raptor PCD Series.

PCD stands for PolyCrystalline Diamond and is designed for the removal of thick coatings such as epoxy, 
acrylic, paint, residues of glue or screed and fibreglass. Depending on the thickness of the coating, we 
recommend either the more aggressive single PCD for coatings greater than 3 mm and the less aggres-
sive double PCD for coatings 1-3 mm.

Holer Raptor single PCD. Holer Raptor double PCD.
Less aggressive and ideal for coatings 1-3 mm

Bond | Colour | Direction* SQ** HTC EZ Husqvarna Lavina Artizan Holer FastFix
PCD | Orange | A 1 DGSEZ-PCD020-SA MTO*** MTO*** MTO*** DGSFF-PCD-005

PCD | Orange | C 1 DGSEZ-PCD020-SC MTO*** MTO*** MTO*** DGSFF-PCD-006

PCD | Orange | A 2 DGSEZ-PCD020-DA DGSHU-PCD-007 DGSLA-PCD-007 MTO*** DGSFF-PCD-007

PCD | Orange | C 2 DGSEZ-PCD020-DC MTO*** MTO*** MTO*** DGSFF-PCD-008

1

2

3

3

1

23

4

4

* SQ = segment quantity
   1 = Single Segment (SS), 2 = Double Segment (DS)

** MTO = made to order; usual turnaround time is 24h

Always check the grinder machine disc rotation matches the shoe direction indicator. For four head  
machines use half a set of Anti-clock and half a set of Clock shoes.

1. Two PCD segments
2. Bumper segment: prevents the PCD shoe  

from grinding too deep, to avoid deep gouging
3. Direction: available in A (anti clock) and  

C (clock)

1. Tungsten dome 
2. Single PCD segment
3. Bumper segment: prevents the PCD shoe  

from grinding too deep, to avoid deep gouging
4. Direction: available in A (anti-clock) and  

C (clock)

Very aggressive: ideal for coatings  
greater than 3 mm



Resin pucks for polished concrete and terrazzo floors.
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PHAT resin transition pucks.

PHAT, short for Polish Honing And Transition, are designed to be used as a step between metal bond 
grinding shoes and REPOX resin pucks. The transition between metal to resin bond provides the biggest 
risk and challenges: If not all micro scratches are removed at this stage, it will negatively affect the final 
finish. PHAT is your problem solver.

These are the Holer PHAT advantages at a glance:

Type | Colour | Grit Diameter Order No.
PHAT | Black | #100 80 mm DPV0075-FPP9-0100

PHAT | Blue | #200 80 mm DPV0075-FPP9-0200

All PHAT resin pucks are attached to the holding disc with velcro and are therefore 
suitable for systems of all brands. You simply need to change the grinding shoe  
holding disc to the velcro version and you can start straight away.

Suitable for all systems.

Fast transitioning from 
metal to resin bond

Efficient:  
High removal rate

Cost effective

Recommendation:
Use Holer PHAT #100 after metal bond Brown #60 - 80 or after Black #100 - 150. To avoid swirl and 
burn marks, use correct speed setting and weight. The ideal speed setting is 4 - 6 with the weight kit 
in neutral.

Product overview:



REPOX, short for Resin Polishing Xtreme. They contain high grade diamonds that are embedded in high 
quality European resin, designed to achieve a high gloss finish without coatings. Unlike low quality resin 
pucks, the Holer REPOX resin pucks will not burn or transfer resin into the concrete surface, when used 
correctly. The surface will stay polished and maintain a high shine without exposing any micro scratches, 
even a long time after the project has been completed.

These are the Holer REPOX advantages at a glance:
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Type | Colour | Grit Diameter Order No.
REPOX | Brown | #50 80 mm DPV0075-FPP7-0050

REPOX | Black | #100 80 mm DPV0075-FPP7-0100

REPOX | Blue | #200 80 mm DPV0075-FPP7-0200

REPOX | Red | #400 80 mm DPV0075-FPP7-0400

REPOX | White | #800 80 mm DPV0075-FPP7-0800

REPOX | Yellow | #1500 80 mm DPV0075-FPP7-1500

REPOX | Green | #3800 80 mm DPV0075-FPP7-3800

REPOX resin polishing pucks.

Recommendation:
The Holer REPOX resin pucks are best used after the transition with PHAT #100. 

When used straight after a metal bond grinding shoe, start with the same coloured resin puck as the 
colour (# grit) as the last used metal bond. Then proceed through each colour (# grit) until the desired 
effect is achieved. 

Holer REPOX resin pucks up to #400 are best used with speed 4-6 and the weight kit in neutral. From 
#800 use speed 6-10 and the weight kit in neutral or off.

Product overview:
The Holer REPOX resin pucks can be used on any aggregate and just like the grinding shoes, the puck 
colour indicates the grit.

Cost effective

High clarity and shine

Soft cushion between 
velcro and resin

No burning or transferring of 
resin into concrete surface

All REPOX resin pucks are attached to the holding disc with velcro and are therefore 
suitable for systems of all brands. You simply need to change the grinding shoe  
holding disc to the velcro version and you can start straight away.

Suitable for all systems.



Bush hammer.

Bush hammers are used to either texture concrete, remove thick coatings of up to 10 mm, prepare for 
re-surfacing or expose aggregate for polishing. They are also used to increase traction of roads and run-
ways or areas where a non-slip surface is required, e.g. around pools. Bush hammering roads can also 
lead to noise reduction.

Our bush hammer range includes four different options to create different levels of texture and traction. 
All four models ensure a smooth operation and a long service life due to larger HM (Hard Metal) spikes, 
and enclosed bearings that require no lubrication or maintenance. 

Bush hammer CSP rating Overall outcome

Gold 310 3-4 Medium-coarse texture with  
high depth and high traction

Blue 315 5 Coarse texture with very high 
depth and very high traction

Red 415 3-4
Medium-coarse texture with  
medium-low depth and  
medium-low traction

Grey 520 2-3
Fine, homogenous texture with  
medium-low depth and  
medium-low traction

The Holer bush hammer replacement rollers.

Colour | CSP Order No.
Gold 310 | CSP 3-4 DGSBH-213888

Blue 315 | CSP 5 DGSBH-213999

Red 415 | CSP 3-4 DGSBH-214555

Grey 520 | CSP 2-3 DGSBH-214777
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The Holer bush hammer MultiFit range.

Colour | CSP No. of bush hammers Diameter Order No.
Blue 315 | CSP 5 3 230 mm DGSBH-213120

Blue 315 | CSP 5 6 270 mm DGSBH-213121

All replacement roller will bolt to the same plate.
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Accesories and supplementary products.

Product Order No.

Liquid grout

SuperGrout Plus RTU | Liquid pin hole filler - 20 l 
• Water based (WB) ready to use liquid grout 
• Designed to mechanically grout and fill pin holes, 

air pockets and hairline cracks in concrete and 
terrazzo surfaces

• Significantly increases the surface aesthetics, light 
reflection, durability, clarity and shine

• New and improved thicker formula, can be cut 
down with water 2 : 1 or as required

XSO-HOL-0090-020

Densifiers

SuperCure PL | Potassium Densifier - 19 l
• Water based (WB) high solid, multi-silicate blend  

densifier with high volume of potassium
• Sets faster than our other densifiers
• Keeps the majority of the SuperCure PL near the 

surface of the concrete, thus providing extra  
hardening and durability

• Ideally suited on open (ground) or very porous  
concrete

• Apply by or prior #100 metal bond and ensure all 
residual is removed after curing

• For the most durable floor and best results, use  
SuperCure PL followed by SuperCure Ultra  
(after #200 Resin)

XSO-HOL-0320-020

SuperCure Ultra (3D-HS) | Lithium Densifier
• Water based (WB), high solids, ready to use  

concrete densifier
• Contains 3 different sized molecule silicates to 

allow for full penetration for a variety of concrete 
densities

• Significantly increases the concrete durability from 
traffic wear, improves surface density and hardness 
to provide dust proofing

SuperCure Ultra - 5 l XSO-HOL-0300-005

SuperCure Ultra - 19 l XSO-HOL-0300-020

Stain protection

SuperShield 
• Water based (WB), ready to use, non-yellowing, light-penetrating breathable 

stain protector
• Leaves a semi-topical finish that contributes to colour enhancing and high 

gloss finish when burnished
• Indoor and outdoor use

SuperShield (X-Link) | 5 l XSO-HOL-0400-005

SuperShield (X-Link) | 19 l XSO-HOL-0400-020

SuperShield Ultra
• Solvent based (SB), ready to use, fully-penetrating breathable stain  

protector
• Non-topical and does not provide any colour enhancing or shine  

when burnished
• Applied product creates the most superior water resistant barrier, preventing 

common liquids from staining the concrete surface
• Indoor use only

SuperShield Ultra (SR2) | 5 l XSO-HOL-0600-005

SuperShield Ultra (SR2) | 19 l XSO-HOL-0600-020

NEW
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Product Order No.

Tools

SOLO 418 
• Mini pressure-sprayer bottle 
• 1 l

XSO-HOL-SPR01

Microfibre floor mop
• Oates Triple Action Flat 35 cm
• Comes with 1 microfiber pad
• To be used when applying HTC Cure  /  impregna-

tor, SuperShield WB or any other kind of sealer on 
polished concrete

XSO-HOL-EV011

Microfibre floor mop refill
• 435 mm longest side

XSO-HOL-MF011

Twister burnishing pads* 

Red

Twister 20” / 500 mm Red #400 - (2 pc) DPV0500-TWI2-RED

Twister 24” / 600 mm Red #400 - (2 pc) DPV0600-TWI2-RED

Twister 27” / 675 mm Red #400 - (2 pc) DPV0675-TWI2-RED

White

Twister 20” / 500 mm White #800 - (2 pc) DPV0500-TWI2-White

Twister 24” / 600 mm White #800 - (2 pc) DPV0600-TWI2-WHITE

Twister 27” / 675 mm White #800 - (2 pc) DPV0675-TWI2-WHITE

Yellow

Twister 20” / 500 mm Yellow #1500 (2 pc) DPV0500-TWI2-YELLOW

Twister 27” / 675 mm Yellow #1500 (2 pc) DPV0675-TWI2-YELLOW

Green

Twister 20” / 500 mm Green #3000 - (2 pc) DPV0500-TWI2-GREEN

Twister 24” / 600 mm Green #3000 - (2 pc) DPV0600-TWI2-GREEN

Twister 27” / 675       mm Green #3000 - (2 pc) DPV0675-TWI2-GREEN

* Other sizes and colours are available (from 160 mm to 700 mm)
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Notes.
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Nelson 
Head Office & Service Centre

65 Main Road Hope
Hope 7020
New Zealand

Phone +64 (03) 543-9750
Fax  +64 (03) 544-0110
Email  info@holer.co.nz
www.holer.co.nz

Auckland
Sales Branch & Showroom

3A Cowley Place
Rosedale, Auckland 0632
New Zealand

Phone (09) 415-2900
Fax  (09) 415-2902

Christchurch
Sales Branch & Showroom

11A Parkhouse Road
Wigram, Christchurch 8042
New Zealand

Phone (03) 348-7738
Fax  (03) 348-7728
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